
 

LANSING, Mich., Wednesday, August 17, 2022 — State Rep. Sara Cambensy (D-Marquette), 

released a statement in response to the letter the NMU Foundation sent to Attorney General 

Nessel. 

“My letter to the AG is asking for an opinion. My letter is a series of questions based on the laws 

we have in our state that govern our universities, procurement and bidding, and those who serve 

on public boards and committees. I have asked whether or not certain laws have been followed 

or violated. Most importantly, I have asked that the public taxpayers be able to see the 

documents that those serving as public officials have made their decisions for this project on.” 

“To continue to say that these questions in my letter are instead accusations is untruthful. It 

implies that a state representative should not stand up for the citizens I represent and ask these 

questions concerning their tax dollars. If there is nothing suspect and nothing to hide, then why 

not release the documents and meeting minutes to the public?” 

Representative Cambensy’s response comes after the NMU Foundation refused to put anything 

in writing about the project after a phone conversation with its members in late January when she 

was asked if she would help secure state funding for this project among other legislators. She 

asked the NMU Foundation for the project details to be put on paper, but no document or follow 

up was ever made by their members to her. Marquette city residents also spoke up to city 

commissioners in May about the possible conflict of  interest, in which several commissioners 

responded that there was no conflict. Lastly, Representative Cambensy tried to sit down with 

NMU administrators on July 15th to get many of the questions in her letter answered.  She was 

told that she would have to FOIA that information instead.  

"Every day I have residents from all over the U.P. reach out and thank me for looking into this 

project and asking these questions for them. So as much as the NMU Board, the NMU 

Foundation, Veridea, and the Marquette City Commission want to continue to blame me in the 

media for asking the AG questions, it's the residents that want transparency and answers. It's 

other businesses and developers and construction companies. It's NMU professors and 

students.  My hope is that they'd want to release the documents to the public instead of trying to 

have their lawyers convince everyone through more press releases that there is nothing to see 

here that's wrong with the project." 
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